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Going on exchange will be one of the most amazing experiences of your 
life so I firstly want to say that I would HIGHLY recommend going  . If you are 
nervous about travelling or living in a different country, but 
still want to go, then going to the UK is a really good option as 
there is no language barrier or crazy culture barrier to get 
past. The UK also makes a great base if you are keen to travel 
around Europe, which was without a doubt one of the best 
things about my exchange. I was lucky with my timetable and 
ended up managing to squeeze in 3 months of travel, visiting 
over 15 countries and over 30 cities! Imagine being able to 
pop across to Dublin for St Patricks day (which I was able to 
do)!  

Going on exchange has really tested my abilities at 
handling myself and situations, made me even more 
independent and confident (and I thought I already was!) and 
made me realise just how capable I am to do anything I set my mind to. Being on 
the other side of the world where the time difference is literally 12 hours, so 
during the day you are on your own! You can’t ring Mum and Dad if things go 
wrong because they are fast asleep. This may seem daunting but its so great for 
pushing yourself past your comfort zone.  

I loved England because of the different landscape and buildings. The 
architecture is so beautiful and old; it’s just not like anything we get here in NZ! 
There is so much history surrounding you, which makes for a very enriching 
experience. Bristol was also such an awesome place to live in because it was still 
quite a busy city, but you could around super easy. There is plenty of art scenes, 
good food, beautiful sights and museums and its close to so many other places in 
the UK! 

You also meet so many wonderful people and will make so many 
wonderful friends from all over the world while on your exchange. So you end up 
learning about other cultures through these people, even though you might 
never visit the country!  

 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Accommodation  
 
 At Bristol you can choose to stay in the university provided student 
accommodation, much like the first year halls in Dunedin, or privately rent 
accommodation. Being a fourth year student I was hesitant to go into a first year 
hall as I have already “been there, done that” and I much prefer flatting. I never 
applied for student accommodation and figured that I would stay in a hostel and 
find private accommodation once I arrived in Bristol. I also received misleading 
advice from a Bristol student on exchange at Otago who gave me the wrong 
impression on the cost of accommodation, this also swayed my choice to go 
flatting as I thought it would be significantly cheaper. Once I arrived I found that 
flatting wasn’t actually going to be that significantly cheaper and that it was 
actually quite difficult to find a flat. I ended up having to go to the 
accommodation office and I was lucky that they managed to find me a place in a 
student accommodation that day. Some other students who came not ten 
minutes after me where not so lucky and were placed on a waiting list and told 
they wouldn’t hear anything for another two weeks. Pretty much all study 
abroad students choose halls as well, so when you make friends at orientation 
(which you do easily!) its so much easier to build those friendships when you are 
at the same hall as them, and you meet lots of other students that way.  My 
recommendation is to definitely apply for a hall, so you can get your pick of 
location and price! 
 I stayed in University Hall, which is a Stokes Bishop accommodation and 
one of the cheapest halls you can stay at. The halls at Stoke Bishop are quite far 
from the city centre and the university campus, however there is a bus service 
that leaves constantly and is located literally within the Stoke Bishop residence 
area. You get given a bus pass that gives you unlimited access to the bus service 
so you can get to and from the shops, supermarkets, the city centre and uni really 
easily. The bus runs from 8am till 3am, however services to the city centre 
stopping at like 4pm most days, but you still can catch the bus to a place called 
The Triangle which is where lots of bars, restaurants, shops and clubs are located 
and the city centre is only a short walk from there. All of the students staying in 
University owned accommodation get access to this bus, whether you are in 
Clifton, City Centre or Stoke Bishop residences. I had friends who stayed in 
accommodation located in both the City Centre and Clifton, and they were happy 



with those areas but didn’t really need the bus so much, as walking was easier. I 
would say City Centre accommodation may be better than Clifton, but you have 
to walk up a pretty large hill to get to uni if you don’t want to catch the bus.  So 
my pick would be Stokes Bishop or City Centre.   
 My call was self catered, and most of the halls are. I would definitely 
recommend going with a self-catered hall as it is much cheaper and some 
supermarket food in the UK is so much cheaper than in NZ! Plus many of the 
catered halls only give you breakfast and dinner, and don’t provide food on the 
weekends or something along those lines. A friend of mine was in a catered hall 
and really regretted it.  
 
 
 
 
Money Matters  
 

First things first, the UK is expensive. Rent is expensive and eating out is 
expensive. The only thing that’s cheaper is some supermarket food, and that’s 
mostly fruit and veggies which you see the most significant difference.  You end 
up spending a pound like you would spend a dollar, but in reality it costs us 
double. For example, a decent burger at non chain fast food place would cost 
something like £8-12, which if that were dollars it would be perfectly reasonable. 
However because our money gets halved in the UK (1 NZD = 0.5 GBP approx..), 
your burger is actually costing you around $20. I had to stop drinking coffee out, 
and if I did I only got Americanos (which are the cheapest you can get) because a 
normal cappuccino can cost about £3.5 which is more like $7 for us… That’s an 
expensive cup of coffee! Plus I swear England should stick to tea, trying to find a 
decent cup of coffee, let alone a decent flat white, is like trying to dig for 
diamonds.   

Rent is also crazy expensive for what you get. I paid £102 a week for my 
accommodation. Around £100 pounds is pretty much the best price you can get 
anywhere. Be warned also that all University owned accommodation and most 
private flats will make you pay for longer than you are actually staying there. I 
had to pay from halfway through January (when I arrived), until halfway through 
July even though the university shuts for the summer pretty much a month 
before then and you are long gone! I ended up wasting about $1800 on 
accommodation that I wasn’t staying in as I finished and left Bristol in early May 
(because I didn’t have exams).   

So pretty much save up your pennies! But its totally worth it when you do 
  
 
Academics/course load 
 
 I would have to be pretty brutally honest here and say that the 
Archaeology Department at Bristol is extremely slack and unorganised. It was 
sort of appalling how badly one of my classes was run. However I feel that this 
lack of organisation was just in the Archaeology (Anthropology) department and 
I heard nothing bad about Bristol Uni from any other students. Bristol Uni is 
actually a really good university and apparently has the next highest level of 



students from premier private high schools when compared to Cambridge and 
Oxford etc. I believe in 2016 it was ranked number 15 in the UK.  
 My course load was quite strange in comparison to Otago. I had barely 6 
hours of class a week (in two hour blocks), so I only had three days of actual 
classes and all three of the papers that I took were internally assessed. So no 
exams for me! This meant that I was able to spend about 3 months travelling in 
large lumps, but not able to do any weekend trips as during the semester time as 
I was very busy with huge assignments due. For each of my papers my grade of 
comprised of two assignments each worth 50%, which was a lot of pressure on 
one or two essays.   
 
 
 
 
Things to do 
 

Bristol itself has some really awesome places to visit in the 
city, while also just having lovely architecture to marvel at as you 
wander the streets. Bristol is also the home of Banksy so going on 
your own walking tour to find them all is a must! There is also 
iconic British things to do such as go for high tea! Bath is also 
conviently located just a short 10 or so minute train ride away 
from Bristol Temple Meads (the main train station) and is 
definitely worth a visit, or two! I absolutely adored it there. I 
would highly recommened going on the Mayor’s Free Walking 
Tour which is located in the square just outside the 
baths .  

Bristol is also conviently located only a 1 hour 
and 45 min train ride from London, so as you can 
imagine its easy to pop into London for a weekend trip 
and see the sights! You can also easily take trains or 
buses to really anywhere in the lower part of England 
so its all at your finger tips! And having London so close 
means you can get to the London airports to get the 
cheap flights into Europe, you just have to tack on a few 
more hours in your travel time (and a few more pounds 
onto the travel budget!)  

 
 


